Sixteen state elected officials joined more than 200 VICA members for VICA's State Officeholders Dinner. The Wheel of Questions determined what each officeholder was asked and questions ranged from personal stories and lawmaking insight, to possible alternative career paths and important public policy issues that impact businesses.

VICA thanks the following state officeholders who attended:

- Controller
  John Chiang
- Secretary of State
  Debra Bowen
- Senate Pro Tempore
  Darrell Steinberg
- Senators
  Kevin de León
  Ted Lieu
  Fran Pavley
- Assemblmembers
  Bob Blumenfield
  Roger Dickinson
  Tim Donnelly
  Mike Feuer
  Felipe Fuentes
  Fiona Ma
  Holly Mitchell
  Anthony Portantino
  Bob Wieckowski
  Das Williams
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Learn more
Wheel of Questions

Categories

Lightning Round

- a series of 10-15 questions that can only be answered yes/no or by picking one of two options

Fate is in the Hat

- public policy-related questions that are typically asked at the state dinner (drawn from a hat)

You Have the Floor

- speak freely for two minutes about any issue or topic of the elected official’s choosing

Power Play

- a hypothetical question about holding various positions of power

Friendly Fire

- a question from a sealed envelope at the table where the elected official is seated

Seriously?

- a question about bad legislation or strange policy-related situations

Picky, Picky

- select any of the categories on the wheel (exception: the elected official cannot select the You Have the Floor category)

Why Didn’t I Think of That?

- a question about legislation and ideas considered good

Policypalooza

- a question about public policy priorities

It’s the Economy, Stupid

- a question about business

Second Life

- a question about other career choices

True Sacramento Stories

- share personal information